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INTRODUCTION 
When I was interviewing with a prominent Chicago law firm in the 
late 1970s, one of its leaders assured me that they had no "woman problem" 
in their firm. One of its seventy-odd partners was female, and she had no 
difficulty reconciling her personal and professional life. The past year, she 
had given birth to her first child. It happened on a Friday, and she was back 
in the office the following Monday. 
Over the last several decades, the demographic landscape has been 
transformed. Yet particularly at leadership levels, progress seems stalled. 
One irony of this nation's continuing struggle for gender equity is that the 
profession leading the struggle has so often failed to set an example in its 
own organizations. Women constitute nearly a third of the profession but 
only about a fifth of law firm partners, general counsel of Fortune 500 cor-
porations, and law school deans.' 
* Ernest W. McFarland, Professor of Law, Director of the Center on the Legal 
Profession, and Director of the Program on Social Entrepreneurship, Stanford University. For 
further elaboration of themes in this Article, see DEBORAH L. RHODE, LA WYERS AS LEADERS 
(forthcoming 2013); Deborah L. Rhode, From Platitudes to Priorities: Diversity and Gender 
Equity in Law Firms, 24 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 1041 (2011). 
1. ABA COMM'N ON WOMEN IN THE PROFESSION, A CURRENT GLANCE AT WOMEN 
IN THE LAW 2011 1-3 (2011), available at http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/ 
marketing/women/current_glance_statistics_201l.authcheckdam.pdf; INST. FOR INCLUSION IN 
THE LEGAL PROFESSION, IILP REVIEW 2011: THE STATE OF DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION IN THE 
LEGAL PROFESSION 10-12, 14 (2011), available at www.theiilp.com/resources/Documents/ 
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Part of the problem lies in a lack of consensus on whether there is a 
serious problem, and if so, what strategies would effectively address it. Alt-
hough the following discussion generalizes about women, that should not 
obscure differences across other dimensions such as race, ethnicity, and 
sexual orientation. The point rather is to understand how key aspects of in-
dividual identity intersect to structure the leadership experience and what 
leaders can do to promote diverse and inclusive legal institutions. 
I. THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT 
Until the past half century, almost no women reached leadership posi-
tions in law and almost no one in those positions considered this a problem. 
Both formal policies and informal practices reinforced exclusion on the 
basis of sex, as well as race, ethnicity, sex, and religion. As late as 1960, 
when women accounted for half of college graduates, they constituted less 
than 3% of lawyers and were notable for their absence at the upper level in 
government, law firms, and the judiciary.2 The same was true for lawyers of 
color, who accounted for only 1% of the profession.3 Not until 1964 did all 
accredited law schools formally abolish discrimination on the basis of race 
in admissions, and the last gender barriers did not fall until1972.4 
For women, the obstacles took two main forms. One involved wom-
en's roles; the other involved men's preferences. For most of this nation's 
history, the conventional wisdom was that women lacked a "legal mind" 
and legal temperament. An 1873 United States Supreme Court decision 
reflected such views in upholding the exclusion of Myra Bradwell from the 
Illinois bar.5 According to Justice Bradley, women's "natural and proper 
timidity and delicacy" made them unfit for many vocations, including legal 
practice.6 The "law of the Creator" dictated marriage and motherhood as 
their "paramount destiny and mission," and this role was incompatible with 
a "distinct and independent career."7 Such views persisted well into the 
twentieth century. Public opinion polls in the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s 
IILP2011_Review_final.pdf; Minority Corporate Counsel Ass'n, MCCA 's 2011 Fortune 500 
General Counsel Survey, DIVERSITY & THE BAR, Sept./Oct. 2011, at 18, 25. 
2. Deborah L. Rhode, Perspectives on Professional Women, 40 STAN. L. REV. 
1163, 1173-74 (1988) [hereinafter Rhode, Perspectives]. 
3. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF 
THE UNITED STATES: 1970, 227 tb1.33 7 (91 st ed. 1970) (compiling figures on male lawyers of 
color). 
4. DEBORAH L. RHODE & DAVID LUBAN, LEGAL ETHICS 1051-58 (5th ed. 2009); 
Donna Fossum, Women in the Legal Profession: A Progress Report, 67 WOMEN LAW. J. I, 1 
(1981). 
5. See Bradwell v. Illinois, 64 U.S. 130 (1873). 
6. Id at 141 (Bradley, J., concurring). 
7. /d. 
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found that between two-thirds and three-quarters of men did not approve of 
their wives working.8 Nor were the attitudes confined to men. Almost half 
of female lawyers surveyed in 1920 believed that marriage and career were 
incompatible.9 In speeches and articles such as I Gave Up My Law Books 
for a Cook Book, women advised married colleagues, "'if the man objects, . 
. . for the happiness of all concerned, give it up. "'10 Many did. A survey 
during the early twentieth century found that only a third to half of women 
lawyers were married and only about a quarter had children. 11 
A second cluster of concerns involved not the role of women, but the 
distraction and discomfort of men. Administrators worried about unchaper-
oned interchange in the library and the diversion of male attention in the 
classroom. 12 At Hastings, they were concerned about the rustling of female 
skirts in the classroom, and at Columbia about the "'freaks or cranks"' who 
would adversely affect the school's culture and competitive edge. 13 Other 
law school and law firm leaders put the problem of prejudice in pragmatic 
terms. Given discrimination by clients and colleagues, and pressures from 
family that would keep women from establishing successful careers, it made 
little sense to waste a position on them. The fact of bias thus became a suf-
ficient reason for perpetuating it. In the absence of any accountability for 
restrictive policies, many decision makers saw no reason even to give a rea-
son. When a woman barred from applying to Columbia Law School in 1922 
asked Dean Harlan Stone (later Chief Justice of the United States Supreme 
Court) why the school would not allow women, his response was: "We 
don't because we don't."14 
In the face of such discrimination, early women lawyers faced steep 
hurdles even obtaining a law degree or establishing a practice, let alone 
achieving leadership positions. Ignored by clients, and excluded by employ-
ers and bar associations, these women encountered roadblocks in all the 
traditional paths to success. Even after women obtained the vote, they were 
almost never perceived as credible candidates for significant public or judi-
cial office. Until the late twentieth century, the only political level at which 
women were well-represented were library and school boards, and most of 
8. Rhode, Perspectives, supra note 2, at 1170-71. 
9. VIRGINIA G. DRACHMAN, SISTERS IN LAW: WOMEN LAWYERS IN MODERN 
AMERICAN HISTORY 244 (1998). 
10. Lucy R. Tunis, I Gave Up My Law Books for a Cook Book, AM. MAG., July 
1927, at 34; DRACHMAN, supra note 9, at 247 (citation omitted). 
II. DRACHMAN, supra note 9, at 179-80. 
12. Rhode, Perspecitives, supra note 2, at 1171. 
13. For Hastings, see BARBARA BABCOCK, WOMAN LAWYER: THE TRIALS OF CLARA 
FOLTZ 43-44 (2011). For Columbia, see JEROLD S. AUERBACH, UNEQUAL JUSTICE: LAWYERS 
AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN MODERN AMERICA 295 (1976) (quoting the dean). 
14. CYNTHIA FUCHS EPSTEIN, WOMEN IN LAW 51 (2d ed. 1993) (internal quotations 
omitted). 
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the judicial positions women held were in family and juvenile court. 15 In 
major firms, the options for women were generally secretary and office 
cleaners; stated reasons were that staff would not take orders from women 
lawyers, men's wives would object to their presence, and no one would 
have lunch with them. 16 Girl Lawyer Has Small Chance for Success ran the 
title of an early twentieth century interview, and the barriers it recounted left 
little doubt why so many women lost the "'ambition and courage"' to per-
sist in practice!7 
Discrimination based on race, religion, and ethnicity created additional 
obstacles for women of color. By the 1940s, only fifty-seven black women 
were practicing as attorneys in the entire country!8 Women of color bumped 
up against all the stereotypes common in the culture generally: "ignorant," 
"uncouth," "slovenly," "lazy."19 Recent immigrants and Jews were often 
seen as "shrewd," "[ s ]hifty ," '"undesirable[] and unfit. "'20 Again, the issue 
was not simply the presumed inferiority of the racial and ethnic groups, but 
the status and comfort of their privileged counterparts. In 1912, when the 
American Bar Association unknowingly admitted three blacks, members 
voted to institute a racial restriction that would "'kee[p] pure the Anglo-
Saxon race. "'21 The policy remained in force until 194322• Other local bars 
took similar actions in order to preserve the "dignity" of their organizations, 
and some extended the exclusion even to law libraries.23 The problem was 
not only prejudice among whites, but also its influence among blacks and 
other disadvantaged groups. Many clients of color were reluctant to hire 
lawyers of their own background out of concern that they would be ineffec-
15. See J.R. POLE, THE PURSUIT OF EQUALITY IN AMERICAN HISTORY 293-324 
(1978); DRACHMAN, supra note 9, at 229, 240. 
16. KAREN BERGER MORELLO, THE INVISIBLE BAR: THE WOMAN LAWYER IN 
AMERICA 1638 TO THE PRESENT 203-04 (1986); FRED STREBEIGH, EQUAL: WOMEN RESHAPE 
AMERICAN LAW 149, 153 (2009); ERWIN 0. SMIGEL, THE WALL STREET LAWYER: 
PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION MAN? 46-47 (1964) (finding only eighteen female lawyers in 
large firms out of 1755 practicing in New York in 1956). 
17. DRACHMAN, supra note 9, at 215-17 (quoting Gertrude Smith) (citations omit-
ted). 
18. MORELLO, supra note 16, at 147-48. 
19. !d.; Maria Chavez, The Rise of the Latino Lawyer, A.B.A. J., Oct. 2011, at 34, 
39. 
20. AUERBACH, supra note 13, at 123, 127 (quoting Harlan Stone) (citations omit-
ted). These characteristics were even presumed sufficient to disqualifY some applicants to the 
bar in jurisdictions with rigorous moral character inquiry. Walter C. Douglas, Jr., The Penn-
sylvania System Governing Admission to the Bar, 52 ANN. REP. A.B.A. 701,702-05 (1929). 
21. AUERBACH, supra note 13, at 65-66 (quoting the ABA's membership chairman). 
22. Raquel Aldana,Beth Lyon, & Karla Mari McKanders, Raising the Bar: Law 
Schools and Legal institutions Leading to Educate Undocumented Students, 44 ARIZ. L. REv. 
5, 39, n.l82(2012). 
23. DARWIN PAYNE, QUEST FOR JUSTICE: LOUIS A. BEDFORD JR. AND THE STRUGGLE 
FOR EQUAL RIGHTS IN TEXAS 112 (2009); MORELLO, supra note 16, at 153. 
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tive in a biased legal system.24 The experience of the nation's first black 
woman lawyer in the United States was all too typical. Charlotte Ray gained 
admission at Howard Law School in 1868 by applying under her initials and 
persisting in spite of the "'commotion. "'25 Yet despite what contemporaries 
described as a "fine mind" and demonstrated expertise in corporate law, she 
found no one willing to hire her, and she ended up barely making a living as 
a public school teacher.26 
From a leadership standpoint, what is most interesting is less the ex-
tent of discrimination than the strategies that enabled some lawyers to 
mount successful challenges. While few obtained positions of prominence, 
early women lawyers often played leadership roles in the struggle for equal 
rights, and their efforts shed light on contemporary challenges. 
These women leaders became interested in law for a mix of reasons, 
many unrelated to aspirations of leadership. Many sought intellectual chal-
lenge and economic security beyond what was available in the limited fe-
male occupations available such as teaching, dressmaking, and secretarial 
work. Some wives began with a desire to support their husbands; others 
turned to law when their husbands failed to support them. Myra Bradwell 
started as a helpmate, but then established a prominent legal journal that her 
husband ended up at times assisting.27 Clara Foltz, California's first woman 
lawyer, was abandoned by the father of her five children.28 Unable to pro-
vide for them by sewing or taking in boarders, she launched a highly suc-
cessful career as a courtroom advocate and social activist.29 Women of color 
had particular reason to seek escape from the low-level menial jobs that 
were assumed appropriate to their abilities. Some stiffened their resolve in 
response to suggestions that law was an unrealistic aspiration. The mother 
of Constance Baker Motley, the nation's first black female federal judge, 
proposed hair dressing instead. 30 Antonia Hernandez, who worked in the 
fields as a child and later headed the Mexican American Legal Defense 
Fund, was told that despite her excellent grades, she was not "college mate-
rial" and that law was out of the question because "[y]ou're a girl."31 
24. See GERALDINE R. SEGAL, BLACKS IN THE LAW: PHILADELPHIA AND THE NATION 
I 02-04 (1983); PAYNE, supra note 23, at 28. 
25. MORELLO, supra note 16, at 145 (quoting Lelia J. Robinson). 
26. See id at 146-47. 
27. See JANE M. FRIEDMAN, AMERICA'S FIRST WOMAN LAWYER: THE BIOGRAPHY 
OF MYRA BRADWELL 38-42 (1993). 
28. BABCOCK, supra note 13, at 8. 
29. See generally id. 
30. See CONSTANCE BAKER MOTLEY, EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW: AN 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY 41 (1998). 
31. ELIZABETH VRATO, THE COUNSELORS: CONVERSATIONS WITH EIGHTEEN 
COURAGEOUS WOMEN WHO HAVE CHANGED THE WORLD 165, 169 (2002). 
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For most of these early leaders, the support of mentors, role models, 
and family members was critical to their success. Myra Bradwell, who ran a 
successful lawyer's journal in defiance of the "law of the Creator," had the 
active assistance of her husband and used her publication to profile the 
achievements of other women practitioners.32 Clara Foltz and Belva Lock-
wood relied on relatives to help with childcare and domestic tasks.33 Con-
stance Baker Motley received her college and law school tuition, as well as 
a wardrobe, from a white philanthropist.34 Irma Rangel, the first Mexican-
American woman elected to the Texas legislature, was inspired to leave 
teaching and enter law by Cesar Chavez and a local farm workers' attor-
ney.35 Thurgood Marshall served similar mentoring functions for Motley.36 
These leaders' responses to discrimination fell across a spectrum rang-
ing from resistance to resilience. Some directly challenged policies of ex-
clusion. Belva Lockwood, who became the first female attorney in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, attempted enrollment at four law schools before finally 
obtaining a diploma in 1873.37 Then, on being denied admission to the Court 
of Claims and United States Supreme Court, she drafted legislation author-
izing women's practice and enlisted the local press in her campaign.38 
"[P]atient, painstaking and indefatigable," was how she described her style 
and she saw it as part of a broader mission.39 "My cause," she noted, "[is] 
the cause of thousands of women."40 For other leaders as well, the personal 
and political were intertwined. Clara Foltz had the satisfaction of success-
fully suing the school that denied her admission even though the victory 
came too late to assist her directly.41 She was also famous for her use of 
humor in response to prejudice. When an adversary suggested at trial that 
she would be better off at home raising her children, Foltz responded, "A 
32. See Carol Sanger, Curriculum Vitae (Feminae): Biography and Early American 
Women Lawyers, 46 STAN. L. REv. 1245, 1260 (1994) (citing Bradwell v. Illinois, 83 U.S. 
130, 139 (1872)). 
33. See id. at 1254. 
34. See MOTLEY, supra note 30, at 43, 45, 48. 
35. See P.J. PIERCE, LET ME TELL YOU WHAT I'VE LEARNED: TEXAS WISEWOMEN 
SPEAK 290-92, 296 (2002). 
36. for Marshall's mentoring, see JUAN WILLIAMS, THURGOOD MARSHALL: 
AMERJCAN REVOLUTIONARY 53-57, 94 (2000); Constance Baker Motley, My Personal Debt 
to Thurgood Marshall, 101 YALE L.J. 19, 22 (1991). 
37. See generally Belva A. Lockwood, My Efforts to Become a Lawyer, 41 
LIPPINCOTT'S MONTHLY MAG., Feb. 1888, at 215. 
38. See id. 
39. See id. at 227. 
40. MORELLO, supra note 16, at 38 (quoting Belva Lockwood). 
41. See BABCOCK, supra note 13, at 46-51, 55-57; see also WILLIAMS, supra note 
36, at 75. 
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woman had better be in almost any business than raising such men as 
you."42 
When direct confrontation appeared fruitless, these early leaders es-
tablished their own practices, institutions, and bar associations. Women 
joined firms with family members or occasionally with each other. Sadie 
Alexander, the first African American woman to earn a PhD and to gain 
admittance to the Pennsylvania bar, found that neither her economics nor 
law degree was sufficient for any law firm but her husband's.43 Women who 
were frustrated by the absence of schools that would admit women launched 
their own in Boston and the District of Columbia.44 Women denied officer 
positions in the black National Bar Association formed a separate division 
and then the National Association of Black Women Attomeys.45 
In an effort to bolster their credibility, these early leaders generally 
took particular care to conform their appearance to professional standards. 
Black women like Motley felt the need always to be "elegantly dressed."46 
Marion Wright Edelman, founding president of the Children's Defense 
Fund, recalled her embarrassment at the "crestfallen" reaction of some local 
Mississippi blacks who came to "look for and at me" when she was in jeans 
and a sweatshirt.47 After that experience, she "never wore jeans in public 
again in Mississippi and made it a point to try to meet the expectations of 
poor Black Mississippians of how a proper lady lawyer should dress and 
act."48 Bella Abzug wore a hat and gloves so as not to be mistaken as a sec-
retary.49 But even the most conservative wardrobe choices could only help 
so much. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg discovered the limits 
after tying for first place in her 1959 Columbia Law School class, but being 
rejected for law firm and clerkship positions.50 Justice Felix Frankfurter 
refused to consider her. 51 "I can't stand girls in pants. Does she wear skirts?" 
he wanted to know.52 She did, but in the end, he still felt uncomfortable with 
the prospect of hiring a woman.53 
42. MORELLO, supra note 16, at 64 (quoting Clara Foltz). 
43. See id. at 148-49. 
44. See DRACHMAN, supra note 9, at 152-59, 162-63; MORELLO, supra note 16, at 
70, 73-74. 
45. See MORELLO, supra note 16, at 156. 
46. See 151 CONG. REc. 23,065 (2005) (statement of Rep. Bennie G. Thompson) 
(tribute to Mrs. Constance B. Motley). 
47. MARlON WRIGHT EDELMAN, LANTERNS: A MEMOIR OF MENTORS 79 (1999). 
48. !d. 
49. See SUZANNE BRAUN LEVINE & MARY THOM, BELLA ABZUG 28-29 (2007). 
50. Tribute: The Legacy of Ruth Bader Ginsburg and WRP Staff, AM. CIVIL 
LIBERTIES UNION (Mar. 7, 2006), http://www.aclu.org/womens-rights/tribute-Iegacy-ruth-
bader-ginsburg-and-wrp-staff. 
51. STREBEIGH, supra note 16, at 36. 
52. Id. at 36 (quoting Justice Felix Frankfurter). 
53. !d. at 36-37. 
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Many of these early pioneers attempted to conform to traditional 
norms in other ways as well. Bradwell avoided being a "shouter of woman's 
rights"; "she distanced herself from radical tactics and constantly presented 
herself as a devoted wife and mother."54 Lavinia Goodell, who brought the 
case challenging Wisconsin's exclusion of women, made sure she exhibited 
"no other alarming eccentricity than a taste for legal studies."55 She taught 
"Sunday school, attend[ed] the benevolent society and [made] cake and 
preserves."56 A century later, Sandra Day O'Connor broke other gender 
barriers through a similarly non-confrontational route. Although she gradu-
ated at the top of her Stanford Law School class, O'Connor found no law 
firm willing to hire her except as a secretary.57 But she talked her way into 
creating a position in a county district attorney's office, and then started a 
two-person firm in a shopping center.58 After giving birth to two sons and 
losing her babysitter, she decided to take time out.59 As she put it, "I ... 
stayed home myself for about five years and took care of [my family]."60 In 
fact, a biographer observed, she "did[n't] really stay home."61 She became 
more active in Republican politics and civic activities, which paved the way 
for later positions with the state attorney general and election to the state 
legislature.62 There she earned a reputation as "attractive," "feminine," and a 
"pretty little thing [with] a disconcerting load of expertise."63 That political 
involvement laid the groundwork for her appointment to the Supreme Court, 
and it was only after that appointment that she began actively speaking out 
on women's issues.64 In later commenting on the impact of gender norms 
and family commitments on her career, O'Connor noted, "It never occurred 
to my husband or to me that he should assume a major child-rearing role. Of 
54. Jeanine Becker, Myra Colby Bradwell: Sisterhood, Strategy and Family, 
http://wlh-static.law.stanford.edu/papers/Bradwell.pdf (quoting Myra Bradwell); Sanger, 
supra note 32, at 1265. 
55. Catherine B. Cleary, Lavinia Goodell, First Woman Lawyer in Wisconsin, 74 
WIS. MAG. HISTORY 243, 249 (1991 ). 
56. !d. 
57. JOAN BISKUPIC, SANDRA DAY O'CONNOR 28 (2005) 
58. !d. at 30. 
59. !d. at 31. 
60. !d. (internal quotations omitted). 
61. !d. 
62. !d. at 33-36 
63. !d. at 39 (internal quotations omitted). 
64. !d. at 72-78. In supporting her appointment, Barry Goldwater described her as 
"epitomiz[ing] the American ideal of a mother and wife." !d. at 85 (internal quotations omit-
ted). 
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course, as my husband was also fond of pointing out, things did tum out all 
right for me in the end."65 
The reasons for her happy ending had much to do with broader politi-
cal, social, and legal campaigns in which many lawyers played a pivotal 
role. Yet even during the height of activism around civil rights and women's 
rights in the 1960s and 1970s, many bar leaders resisted seeing problems in 
their own organizations. In 1971, when only nine women figured among the 
1409 lawyers in New York's largest firms, it took federal litigation and pro-
ceedings before the state's Human Rights Commission to force some ac-
countability.66 King and Spaulding, one of Atlanta's most respected firms, 
not only challenged the application of antidiscrimination statutes to law firm 
partnerships, it also staged a wet tee shirt contest during the litigation to 
identify the female summer associate whose "body we'd like to see more 
of."67 Even the few women who attended elite law schools encountered sig-
nificant obstacles. When federal judge Nancy Gertner graduated from Yale 
Law School, her mother urged her to take the Triborough Bridge toll takers 
exam, "just in case."68 
As changes in the legal, social, and political climate eroded overt 
forms of bias, formerly excluded groups faced challenges of a different or-
der. With the rise of affirmative action, women and minorities had to prove 
that they "deserved" the positions at issue and were not simply the benefi-
ciaries of preferential treatment. 69 Hard work, extended hours, and excep-
tional competence were the strategies of choice, but a sense of humor could 
be useful as well. When asked how she felt about getting her job as assistant 
attorney general in the Carter administration because she was a woman, 
Barbara Babcock responded, "It's better than not getting your job because 
you're a woman."70 
65. Sandra Day O'Connor, Preface to WOMEN AND LEADERSHIP: THE STATE OF 
PLAY AND STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE, at xiv (Barbara Kellerman & Deborah L. Rhode eds., 
2007). 
66. STREBEIGH, supra note 16, at 166, 168-70. 
67. /d. at 200-02. 
68. NANCY GERTNER, IN DEFENSE OF WOMEN: MEMOIRS OF AN UNREPENTANT 
ADVOCATE 237-38 (2011). 
69. See VRATO, supra note 31, at 152, 156 (noting that Patricia Wald's receipt of a 
position as Assistant Attorney General owed much to President Carter's pledge to appoint 
women); Hon. Anita Blumstein Brody et al., Women on the Bench, 12 COLUM. J. GENDER & 
L. 361, 3 70-71 (2003) (Ruth Bader Ginsburg describing speculation that her appointment at 
Columbia in 1972 was the result of affirmative action precipitated by pressure from the fed-
eral Office of Civil Rights). 
70. DEBORAH L. RHODE, SPEAKING OF SEX: THE DENJAL OF GENDER INEQUALITY 169 
(1997) (quoting Barbara Babcock). 
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II. THE GAP BETWEEN PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE 
Over the last several decades, opportunities for women and minorities 
have dramatically increased, as has public acceptance of women and mi-
norities in leadership roles. Women now account for about 47% of entering 
law students, and minorities about 22%.71 Recent surveys find that 96% of 
Americans feel comfortable with female members heads of law firms, 86% 
feel similarly about a Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, and 74% about 
the presidency.72 
Yet as noted earlier, at leadership levels, significant inequalities per-
sist. In the nation's major firms, women constitute 44% of associates but 
only 15% of equity partners.73 That gap cannot be explained by differences 
in the pool of qualified lawyers. Attrition rates are almost twice as high 
among female associates as among comparable male associates. 74 In studies 
comparing the likelihood of making partner by gender, men's rate ranges 
from two to five times greater than women's, and substantial disparities 
persist even when controlling for other factors including law school grades 
and time out of the work force or part-time schedules.75 Women are also 
underrepresented in leadership positions such as managing partners and 
members of governing and compensation committees.76 So too, although 
71. CATALYST, WOMEN IN LAW (July, 2012), available at 
http://www.catalyst.org/publication/246/women-in-law-in-the-us. 
72. WHITE HOUSE PROJECT, THE WHITE HOUSE PROJECT REPORT: BENCHMARKING 
WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP 8 (2010), available at http://www.in.gov/icw/files/benchmark_ 
wom_leadership.pdf(citing Roper public opinion polls). 
73. NAT'L AsS'N OF WOMEN LA WYERS & THE NA WL FOUND., REPORT OF THE SIXTH 
ANNUAL NATIONAL SURVEY ON RETENTION AND PROMOTION OF WOMEN IN LAW FIRMS 5-6 
(Oct. 2011), available at http://nawl.timberlakepublishing.com/files/NAWL%202011% 
20Annuai%20Survey%20Report%20FINAL %20Publication-ready%20 11-9-II.pdf. 
74. NANCY LEVIT & DOUGLAS 0. LINDER, THE HAPPY LAWYER: MAKING A GOOD 
LIFEINTHELAW II (2010). 
75. A study of young lawyers by the American Bar Foundation (ABF) found that 
women attained equity partner status at about half the rate of men. RON IT DINOVITZER ET AL., 
AFTER THE JD II: RESULTS FROM A NATIONAL STUDY OF LEGAL CAREERS 63 (2009), available 
at www.law.du.edu/documents/directory/publications/sterling/AJD2.pdf. A study by the 
federal Equal Employment Opportunities Commission found that male lawyers were five 
times as likely to become partners as their female counterparts. EEOC, DIVERSITY IN LAw 
FIRMS 5 (2003), available at http://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/statistics/reports/diversitylaw/ Iaw-
firms.pdf. For studies controlling for factors, see Theresa M. Beiner, Not All Lawyers Are 
Equal: Difficulties That Plague Women and Women of Color, 58 SYRACUSE L. REv. 317, 328 
(2008); Mary C. Noonan, Mary E. Corcoran & Paul N. Courant, Is the Partnership Gap 
Closing for Women? Cohort Differences in the Sex Gap in Partnership Chances, 37 Soc. 
SCI. REs. 156, 174-75 (2008). 
76. For women's underrepresentation in managerial decision making, see Maria 
Pabon Lopez, The Future of Women in the Legal Profession: Recognizing the Challenges 
Ahead By Reviewing Current Trends, 19 HASTINGS WOMEN'S L.J. 53, 71-72 (2008); JOAN C. 
WILLIAMS & VETA T. RICHARDSON, MINORITY CORPORATE COUNSEL ASS'N, NEW 
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female lawyers report about the same overall career satisfaction as their 
male colleagues, women experience greater dissatisfaction with dimensions 
of practice relevant to leadership opportunities, such as level of responsibil-
ity, recognition for work, and chances for advancement.77 Of some 1000 
women of color in corporate counsel offices, about half "said that being a 
woman was a significant barrier," and about a third "indicated that race im-
peded advancement. "78 In a survey of Latino lawyers, almost half felt ethnic 
identity had caused difficulties.79 
Rarely, however, do lawyers report examples of "blatant" or "overt" 
discrimination.80 And the absence of such demonstrable bias often makes it 
difficult for leaders to perceive problems in their own workplaces. Organi-
zations' tendency is to attribute racial, ethnic, and gender differences in 
leadership to differences in choices, capabilities, and commitment that the 
organization has limited ability or responsibility to influence.81 In response 
to an article about women's absence in leadership positions, one reader re-
sponded: 
Oh jeez, here we go again. Ever stop to think that maybe more women aren't in 
power because they simply don't want it. Have you ever personally known people 
who are at the top of large organizations? They have extreme type A personalities, 
a lot of enemies, and a ruined home and personal life due to the ... obsessiveness 
require[ d) in order to maintain their position.82 
One managing partner put a similar point more diplomatically. His 
firm had been unable to persuade women to take leadership positions. Those 
with families didn't want the travel and time commitments; others were 
unwilling to jeopardize their practice or give up control over their schedules 
MILLENNIUM, SAME GLASS CEILING?: THE IMPACT OF LAW FIRM COMPENSATION SYSTEMS ON 
WOMEN 14 (2010), available at www.attorneyretention.org/Publications/SameGiassCeiling. 
pdf. 
77. RONIT DINOVITZER ET AL., AFTER THE JD: FIRST RESULTS OF A NATIONAL STUDY 
OF LEGAL CAREERS 47, 58 (2004), available at www.americanbarfoundation.org/uploads/ 
cms/documents/ajd.pdf; Lopez, supra note 76, at 68-72; Nancy J. Reichman & Joyce S. 
Sterling, Sticky Floors, Broken Steps, and Concrete Ceilings in Legal Careers, 14 TEX. J. 
WOMEN & L. 27, 47 (2004). 
78. Vivia Chen, Prisoner's Dilemma: Is Sex or Race a Bigger Career Obstacle?, 
AM. LAW., June I, 2011, at 16 (internal quotations omitted). 
79. MARIA CHAVEZ, EVERYDAY INJUSTICE: LATINO PROFESSIONALS AND RACISM 73 
(2011). 
80. MINORITY CORPORATE COUNSEL Ass'N, SUSTAINING PATHWAYS TO DIVERSITY: 
THE NEXT STEPS IN UNDERSTANDING AND INCREASING DIVERSITY & INCLUSION IN LARGE 
LAW FIRMS 30 (2009), available at http://www.mcca.com/_ data/global/images/Research/ 
5298%20MCCA%20Pathways%20final%20version%202009.pdf. 
81. See John M. Conley, Tales of Diversity: Lawyers' Narratives of Racial Equity in 
Private Firms, 31 LAW & Soc. INQUIRY 831, 841-44, 851 (2006). 
82. Nicholas Vandersky, Comment to Leslie Bennetts, Women and the Leadership 
Gap, DAILY BEAST, (March 5, 2012), http://www.thedailybeast.com/newsweek/2012/03/04/ 
the-stubborn-gender-gap.print.html. 
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and their lives.83 At a recent Women's Power Summit on Law and Leader-
ship, participants also pointed to research underscoring many women's dis-
comfort with the pursuit and exercise of power, which is inconsistent with 
traditional notions offemininity.84 
In accounting for the underrepresentation of leaders of color, lawyers 
generally blame the small pool of qualified candidates and believe that any 
responses involving special preferences would be counterproductive. Re-
search by the Minority Corporate Counsel Association finds widespread 
concern that such affirmative action can cause resentment and "undermine . 
. . acceptance of diversity and inclusion."85 As one white male attorney put 
it, giving opportunities to lawyers "based upon race, gender, or sexual iden-
tity-is forcing us apart, not bringing us together . . . . I can think of few 
things worse for an ostensibly colorblind and meritocratic society."86 
Such attitudes help account for the relatively low priority that most le-
gal employers attach to efforts to level the playing field for women and mi-
norities. In a survey by the ABA Commission on Women in the Profession, 
only 27% of white men felt strongly that it was important to increase diver-
sity in law firms, compared with 87% of women of color and 61% of white 
women.87 A study by Catalyst similarly found that only 11% of white law-
yers believed diversity efforts were failing to address subtle racial bias, 
compared with almost half of women of color. 88 Only 15% of white men felt 
that diversity efforts were failing to address subtle gender bias, compared 
with half of women of color and 42% of white women.89 Given these views 
among the group that dominates leadership positions, it is scarcely surpris-
ing that many legal employers cut back their diversity efforts during the 
economic downturn.90 Yet a vast array of evidence suggests that such per-
ceptions understate the extent to which unconscious stereotypes, mentoring 
and support networks, and workplace structures disadvantage women and 
minorities, as well as the institutions in which they practice. 
83. Interview with Robert Dell, Global Chair and Managing Partner, Latham and 
Watkins, in Stanford, CA (Feb. 7, 2012). 
84. LINDA BRAY CHANOW & LAUREN STILLER RIKLEEN, CTR. FOR WOMEN IN THE 
LAW, POWER IN LAW: LESSONS FROM THE 2011 WOMEN'S POWER SUMMIT ON LAW AND 
LEADERSHIP 12-13 (2012); ANNA FELS, NECESSARY DREAMS: AMBITION IN WOMEN'S 
CHANGING LIVES 48-50 (2004). 
85. MINORITY CORPORATE COUNSEL ASS'N, supra note 80, at 25. 
86. /d. at 15. 
87. ABA COMM'N ON WOMEN IN THE PROFESSION, VISIBLE INVISIBILITY: WOMEN OF 
COLOR IN LAW FIRMS 19 (2006) [hereinafter ABA COMM'N, VISIBLE INVISIBILITY]. 
88. DEEP ALl BAGATI, WOMEN OF COLOR IN U.S. LAW FIRMS 13 (2009). 
89. /d. at 13. 
90. Anna Scott, Diversity Has Been a Casualty of Law Firm Cutbacks, SAN 
FRANCISCO DAILY J., Mar. 17,2010, at 4. For other employers, see generally Bennetts, supra 
note 82. 
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Ill. STEREOTYPES 
Racial, ethnic, and gender stereotypes play a well-documented role in 
American culture, and legal workplaces are no exception. The stereotypes 
vary across groups. For example, blacks and Latinos bump up against as-
sumptions that they are less qualified. Many report that their competence is 
constantly questioned, and even if they graduated from an elite law school, 
they are assumed to be beneficiaries of affirmative action rather than meri-
tocratic selection.91 Blacks who are assertive risk being viewed as angry or 
hostile.92 Asian-Americans are saddled with the myths of the "model mi-
nority"; they are thought to be smart and hardworking, but also "timid" and 
insufficiently assertive to command the confidence of clients and legal 
teams.93 
Gender stereotypes also subject women to double standards and a 
double bind. Despite recent progress, women, particularly women of color, 
often lack the presumption of competence enjoyed by white men.94 In na-
tional surveys, at least a third to three-quarters of female lawyers believe 
that they are held to higher standards than their colleagues and 40% of mi-
91. CHAVEZ, supra note 79, at 72; Jill L. Cruz & Melinda S. Molina, Few and Far 
Between: The Reality of Latina Lawyers, 37 PEPP. L. REv. 971, 1010 (2010); Gamer Weng, 
Racial Bias in Law Practice, CAL. LAW., Jan. 2003, at 37, 38; see also Lu-in Wang, Race as 
Proxy: Situational Racism and Self-Fulfilling Stereotypes, 53 DEPAUL L. REV. 1013, 1014 
(2004). 
92. ABA COMM'N, VISIBLE INVISIBILITY, supra note 87, at 25; Weng, supra note 91, 
at 38. 
93. INST. FOR INCLUSION IN THE LEGAL PROFESSION, supra note 1, at 76, 80; LeeAnn 
O'Neill, Hitting the Legal Diversity Market Home: Minority Women Strike Out, 3 MODERN 
AM. 7, 9 (2007); BAGATI, supra note 88, at 37; ABA COMM'N, VISIBLE INVISIBILITY, supra 
note 87, at 25; Sonia Ospina & Erica Foldy, A Critical Review of Race and Ethnicity in the 
Leadership Literature: Surfacing Context, Power, and the Collective Dimensions of Leader-
ship, 20 LEADERSHIP Q. 876, 880 (2009); Weng, supra note 91, at 39. 
94. For competence, see Eli Wald, Glass Ceilings and Dead Ends: Professional 
Ideologies, Gender Stereotypes, and the Future of Women Lawyers at Large Law Firms, 78 
FORDHAM L. REV. 2245, 2256 (2010); Cecilia L. Ridgeway & Paula England, Sociological 
Approaches to Sex Discrimination in Employment, in SEX DISCRIMINATION IN THE 
WORKPLACE: MULTIDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES 189, 195 (Faye J. Crosby, Margaret S. 
Stockdale & S. Ann Ropp eds., 2007). For women's need to work harder, see Lopez, supra 
note 76, at 73. Even in experimental situations where male and female performance is objec-
tively equal, women are held to higher standards, and their competence is rated lower. See 
generally Martha Foschi, Double Standards in the Evaluation of Men and Women, 59 Soc. 
PSYCHOL. Q. 237 (1996). For the special pressures faced by women of color, see Gladys 
Garcia-Lopez, "Nunca Te Toman En Cuenta [They Never Take You Into Account]": The 
Challenges of Inclusion and Strategies for Success of Chicana Attorneys, 22 GENDER & Soc. 
590, 598, 603-04 (2008). 
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norities feel the same. 95 A recent study of performance evaluations bears 
this out and reveals that similar descriptions of performance result in lower 
ratings for women.96 Mothers, even those working full time, are assumed to 
be less available and committed, an assumption not made about fathers. In 
one representative study, almost three-quarters of female lawyers reported 
that their career commitment had been questioned when they gave birth or 
adopted a child.97 Only 9% of their white male colleagues, and 15% of mi-
nority male colleagues, had faced similar challenges.98 Yet women without 
family relationships sometimes face bias of a different order; they are 
viewed as "not quite normal" and thus '"not quite leadership material. '"99 
Women are also rated lower than men on most qualities associated 
with leadership, such as assertiveness, competiveness, and business devel-
opment.100 People more readily credit men with leadership ability and more 
readily accept men as leaders. 101 An overview of more than a hundred stud-
ies confirms that women are rated lower when they adopt authoritative, 
seemingly masculine styles, particularly when the evaluators are men, or 
when the role is one typically occupied by men. 102 What is assertive in a 
95. Deborah L. Rhode & Joan C. Williams, Legal Perspectives on Employment 
Discrimination, in SEX DISCRIMINATION IN THE WORKPLACE, supra note 94, at 235, 245; 
MINORITY CORPORATE COUNSEL ASS'N, supra note 80, at 32. 
96. See generally Monica Beimat, M.J. Tocci and Joan C. Williams, The Language 
of Performance Evaluations: Gender-Based Shifts in Content and Consistency of Judgment, 
Soc. PSYCHOL. & PERSONALITY SCI. (July 18, 201I), available at 
http://spp.sagepub.com/content/ear1y/2011/07/15/1948550611415693. 
97. ABA COMM'N, VISIBLE INVISIBILITY, supra note 85, at 33-34. 
98. !d. For other research, see generally Reichman & Sterling, supra note 77, at 30-
72. 
99. SYLVIA ANN HEWLETI ET AL., THE SPONSOR EFFECT: BREAKING THROUGH THE 
LAST GLASS CEILING i, 23-24 (2010), available at http:/!hbr.org/product/the-sponsor-effect-
breaking-through-the-last-glass/an/10428-PDF-ENG; MICHELE COLEMAN MAYES & KORA 
SOPHIA BAYSINGER, COURAGEOUS COUNSEL: CONVERSATIONS WITH WOMEN GENERAL 
COUNSEL IN THE FORTUNE 500 I29 (20 II) (quoting Dana Mayer). 
I 00. Deborah L. Rhode & Barbara Kellerman, Women and Leadership: The State of 
Play, in WOMEN AND LEADERSHIP: THE STATE OF PLAY AND STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE, supra 
note 65, at I, 7. See generally CATALYST, WOMEN "TAKE CARE," MEN "TAKE CHARGE": 
STEREOTYPING OF U.S. BUSINESS LEADERS EXPOSED (2005); Linda L. Carli & Alice H. Eagly, 
Overcoming Resistance to Women Leaders: The Importance of Leadership Style, in WOMEN 
AND LEADERSHIP: THE STATE OF PLAY AND STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE, supra note 65, at 127, 
127-29; Wald, supra note 94, at 2256. 
IOI. Carli & Eagly, supra note 100, at 128-29; Laurie A. Rudman & Stephen E. 
Kilianski, Implicit and Explicit Attitudes Toward Female Authority, 26 PERSONALITY AND 
Soc. PSYCHOL. BULL. 1315, 1315-I6, 1325 (2000), available at http://psp.sagepub.com/ 
content/26!11/1315.full.pdf+html. 
102. See D. Anthony Butterfield & James P. Grinnell, "Re-Viewing" Gender, Lead-
ership, and Managerial Behavior: Do Three Decades of Research Tell Us Anything?, in 
HANDBOOK OF GENDER & WORK 223, 235 (Gary N. Powell ed., 1999); JEANETTE N. 
CLEVELAND, MARGARET STOCKDALE & KEVIN R. MURPHY, WOMEN AND MEN IN 
0RGANIZA TIONS: SEX AND GENDER ISSUES AT WORK I 06 (Edwin A. Fleishman ed., 2000). 
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man seems abrasive in a woman, and female leaders risk seeming too femi-
nine or not feminine enough. Either they may appear "too soft" or too "stri-
dent"--either unable to make tough decisions or too pushy and arrogant to 
command respect. 103 
Self-promotion that is acceptable in men is viewed as unattractive in 
women. 104 In a telling Stanford Business School experiment, participants 
received a case study about a leading venture capitalist with outstanding 
networking skills. Half the participants were told that the individual was 
Howard Roizen; the other half were told that she was Heidi Roizen. The 
participants rated the entrepreneurs as equally competent but found Howard 
more likeable, genuine and kind, and Heidi more aggressive, self-
promoting, and power hungry. 105 
Even the most accomplished lawyer leaders can encounter such biases. 
Brooksley Born, now widely acclaimed for her efforts to regulate high-risk 
derivatives while chair of the Commodity Futures Commission, was dis-
missed at the time as "strident" and a "lightweight wacko."106 During her 
presidential campaign, Hillary Clinton coped with sales of a Hillary-like 
nutcracker, charges that she reminded men of a '"scolding mother"' or 
'"first wife,"' and hecklers with signs demanding: "Iron my shirt."107 
Other cognitive biases compound the force of traditional stereotypes. 
People are more likely to notice and recall information that confirms their 
prior assumptions than information that contradicts those assumptions; the 
dissonant facts are filtered out. 108 For example, when lawyers assume that a 
103. Alice Eagly & Steven Karau, Role Congrnity Theory of Prejudice Toward Fe-
male Leaders, 109 PSYCH. REv. 574, 575-76, 583-84 (2002); Alice H. Eagly, Achieving 
Relational Authenticity in Leadership: Does Gender Matter?, 16 LEADERSHIP Q. 459, 464-
66, 470 (2005); CATALYST, THE DOUBLE-BIND DILEMMA FOR WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP: 
DAMNED IF YOU DO, DOOMED IF You DON'T 5-6, 23 (2007), available at 
http://www.catalyst.org/file/45/the%20double-bind%20dilemma%20for"/o20women%20in% 
201eadership%20damned%20if%20you%20do,%20doomed%20if%20you%20don%E2%80 
%99t.pdf; LINDA BABCOCK & SARA LASCHEVER, WOMEN DON'T ASK: NEGOTIATION AND THE 
GENDER DIVIDE 87-91 (2003); MAYES & BAYSINGER, supra note 99, at 131. 
104. Carli & Eagly, supra note 100, at 130; WILLIAMS & RICHARDSON, supra note 76, 
at 48; Laurie A. Rudman, To Be or Not To Be (Self-Promoting): The Consequences of Coun-
terstereotypical Impression Management, in POWER AND INFLUENCE IN ORGANIZATIONS 287, 
289-90 (Roderick M. Kramer & Margaret A. Neale eds., 1998). 
105. Frank Flynn, C. Anderson & S. Brion, Too Tough Too Soon, Familiarity and the 
Backlash Effect 1 (2011) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with author). 
106. MICHAEL HIRSH, CAPITAL OFFENSE: HOW WASHINGTON'S WISE MEN TURNED 
AMERICA'S FUTURE OVER TO WALL STREET 1, 12 (2010) (quoting Robert Rubin and un-
named staffer). 
107. Marie Cocco, Misogyny I Won't Miss, WASH. PosT, May 15,2008, at A15 (quot-
ing Mike Barnicle and Jack Cafferty); Kathleen Deveny, Just Leave Your Mother Out of It, 
NEWSWEEK, Mar. 17,2008, at 32. 
108. See generally David L. Hamilton & Jeffrey W. Sherman, Stereotypes, in 2 
HANDBOOK OF SOCIAL COGN!TION 1, 3 (RobertS. Wyer, Jr. & Thomas K. Srull eds., 1994); 
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working mother is unlikely to be fully committed to her career, they more 
easily remember the times when she left early than the times when she 
stayed late. Such selective recollection may help account for a study finding 
that where women and men worked similar hours, over a quarter of male 
lawyers nonetheless thought their female counterparts worked less, and a 
fifth rated the number of hours of these women as "fair or poor."109 So too, 
when female and minority lawyers are assumed to be less effective, their 
failures will be recalled more readily than their achievements. Both women 
and minorities also "receive less latitude for ... mistakes."110 That, in turn, 
may make lawyers reluctant to seek risky "stretch assignments" that would 
demonstrate leadership capabilities. 
IV. IN-GROUP FAVORITISM 
A related set of obstacles involves in-group favoritism. Extensive re-
search documents the preferences that individuals feel for members of their 
own groups. Loyalty, cooperation, favorable evaluations, mentoring, and the 
allocation of rewards and opportunities are greater for individuals who are 
similar in important respects, including gender, race, and ethnicity. 111 As a 
consequence, outsiders face difficulty developing "social capital": access to 
advice, support, sponsorship, desirable assignments, and client development 
activities. 112 In law firms, racial and ethnic minorities often report isolation 
and marginalization, while many women similarly experience exclusion 
For continuation bias generally, see PAUL BREST & LINDA HAMILTON KRIEGER, PROBLEM 
SOLVING, DECISION MAKING, AND PROFESSIONAL JUDGMENT: A GUIDE FOR LAWYERS AND 
POLICYMAKERS 277-89 (20I0). 
I 09. Lopez, supra note 76, at 65 (internal quotations omitted). 
110. Robin J. Ely, Herminia Ibarra & Deborah M. Kolb, Taking Gender Into Ac-
count: Theory and Design for Women's Leadership Development Programs, I 0 ACAD. OF 
MGMT. LEARNING & EDUC. 474, 477 (2011); Foschi, supra note 94, at 239, 251; ABA 
COMM'N, VISIBLE INVISIBILITY, supra note 87, at 25-27. 
Ill. See WILLIAMS & RICHARDSON, supra note 76, at 15; Ridgeway & England, 
supra note 94, at 197; Marilyn B. Brewer & Rupert J. Brown, Intergroup Relations, in THE 
HANDBOOK OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 554-94 (Daniel T. Gilbert, Susan Fiske & Gardner Lin-
dzey eds., 4th ed. 1998); Susan T. Fiske, Stereotyping, Prejudice and Discrimination, in THE 
HANDBOOK OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY, supra note 111, at 357-4I4. 
112. The term comes from Pierre Bourdieu, The Forms of Capital, in HANDBOOK OF 
THEORY AND RESEARCH FOR THE SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION 241, 248-49 (John G. Richardson 
ed., 1986). For discussion in the legal context, see Cindy A. Schipani et al., Pathways for 
Women to Obtain Positions of Organizational Leadership: The Significance of Mentoring 
and Networking, 16 DUKE J. GENDER L. & POL'Y 89, 98, 103 (2009); Fiona M. Kay & Jean 
E. Wallace, Mentors As Social Capital: Gender, Mentors, and Career Rewards in Law Prac-
tice, 79 Soc. INQUIRY 418, 422-24 (2009), available at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/ 
10.1111/j.l475-682X.2009.00301.x/pdf. 
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from "old boys' network[s)."113 In ABA research, 62% of women of color 
and 60% of white women, but only 4% of white men, felt excluded from 
formal and informal networking opportunities; most women and minorities 
would have liked better mentoring. 114 
Part of the problem lies in numbers. Many organizations lack suffi-
cient women and minorities at senior levels who have the time and com-
mitment to assist others on the way up. Although a growing number of or-
ganizations have formal mentoring programs, these do not always supply 
adequate rewards or monitoring to ensure effectiveness. 115 And they cannot 
substitute for relationships that develop naturally and that yield not simply 
advisors but sponsors-individuals who act as advocates and are in posi-
tions to open opportunities. Recent research on the corporate sector finds 
that men are substantially more likely to have such sponsors and to have 
their help in promotions. 116 There is no reason to think law is different. As 
participants in one ABA study noted, female leaders may have "good inten-
tions," but are already pressed with competing work and family obligations 
or "don't have a lot of power so they can't really help you."117 Concerns 
about the appearance of sexual harassment or sexual affairs discourage 
some men from forming mentoring relationships with junior women, and 
discomfort concerning issues of race and ethnicity deters some white law-
yers from crossing the color divide. 118 Others are reluctant to offer candid 
feedback to minority associates in their early years for fear of seeming racist 
or of encouraging them to leave. 119 The result is that midlevel lawyers can 
find themselves "blindsided by soft evaluations": "your skills aren't what 
113. For minorities, see ABA COMM'N, VISIBLE INVISIBILITY, supra note 87, at 17-18; 
David B. Wilkins & G. Mitu Gulati, Why Are There So Few Black Lawyers in Corporate 
Law Firms?: An Institutional Analysis, 84 CALIF. L. REv. 493, 593 (1996). For women, see 
Reichman & Sterling, supra note 77, at 63, 65-66; Timothy O'Brien, Up the Down Staircase, 
N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 19, 2006), http://select.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=F70C 10 
FA35550C7 A8DDDAA0894DE404482&fta=y&incamp=archive:article _related&pagewante 
d=1; WILLIAMS & RICHARDSON, supra note 76, at 15-17. 
114. ABA COMM'N, VISIBLE INVISIBILITY, supra note 87, at 35-36; Jill Shachner 
Chanen, Early Exits, 92 A.B.A. J. 33, 36 (2006). 
115. See studies cited in Deborah L. Rhode, From Platitudes to Priorities: Diversity 
and Gender Equity in Law Firms, 24 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 1041, 1071-72 (2011). 
116. See HEWLETT ET AL., supra note 99, at 44-45; Herminia Ibarra, Nancy M. Carter 
& Christine Silva, WHY MEN STILL GET MORE PROMOTIONS THAN WOMEN 3-6 (2010), avail-
able at http://hbr.org/20 1 0/09/why-men-still-get-more-promotions-than-women/ar/1. 
117. ABA COMM'N, VISIBLE INVISIBILITY, supra note 87, at 14. 
118. For the role of sexual concerns, see HEWLETT ET AL., supra note 99, at 35. For 
race related barriers in mentoring, see Monique R. Payne-Pikus, John Hagan & Robert L. 
Nelson, Experiencing Discrimination: Race and Retention in America's Largest Law Firms, 
44 LAW & Soc'y REV. 553, 561 (2010). 
119. ABA COMM'N, VISIBLE INVISIBILITY, supra note 87, at 26-27. 
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they are supposed to be, but you didn't know because no one ever told 
you."12o 
Assumptions about commitment and capabilities also keep mentors 
from investing in female or minority subordinates who seem unlikely to stay 
or to succeed. 121 Such dynamics also put pressure on these lawyers to assim-
ilate to prevailing norms. As one attorney of color put it, the only way to 
succeed in a large firm is to '"make them ... forget you're Hispanic. "'122 If 
a minority lawyer "just doesn't fit in," the assumption is that the problem 
lies with the individual, not the institution.123 
In-group favoritism is also apparent in the allocation of work and cli-
ent development opportunities. Many organizations operate with informal 
systems that channel seemingly talented junior lawyers, disproportionately 
white men, to the leadership tracks, while relegating others to "workhorse 
positions."124 In the ABA Commission study, 44% of women of color, 39% 
of white women, and 25% of minority men reported being passed over for 
desirable work assignments; only 2% of white men noted similar experienc-
es. 125 Other research similarly finds that women and minorities are often left 
out of pitches for client business. 126 Lawyers of color are also subject to 
"race matching"; they receive work because of their identity, not their inter-
ests, in order to create the right "look" in courtrooms, client presentations, 
recruiting, and marketing efforts. 127 Although this strategy sometimes opens 
helpful opportunities, it can also place lawyers in what they describe as 
"mascot[]" roles in which they are not developing their own professional 
skills. 128 Linda Mabry, the first minority partner in a San Francisco firm, 
recounts an example in which she was asked to join a pitch to a shipping 
company whose general counsel was also African-American: 
When [the firm] made the pitch about the firm's relevant expertise, none of which I 
possessed, it was clear that the only reason I was there was to tout the firm's diver-
120. See id. at 27. 
121. See id. at 15-16; Marc Galanter & William Henderson, The Elastic Tournament: 
A Second Transformation of the Big Law Firm, 60 STAN. L. REV. 1867, 1918 (2008); Payne-
Pikus, Hagan & Nelson, supra note 118, at 576. 
122. INST. FOR INCLUSION IN THE LEGAL PROFESSION, supra note I, at 46 {quoting 
participant from the Few and Far Between Study). 
123. BAGATI, supra note 88, at 16. 
124. ABA COMM'N, VISIBLE INVISIBILITY, supra note 87, at 21-22; see Wilkins & 
Gulati, supra note I 13, at 565-71. 
125. ABA COMM'N, VISIBLE INVISIBILITY, supra note 87, at 21. 
126. See, e.g., WILLIAMS & RICHARDSON, supra note 76, at 42. 
127. O'Neill, supra note 93, at 10. 
128. See, e.g., ABA COMM'N, VISIBLE INVISIBILITY, supra note 87, at 21-22; see also 
O'Neill, supra note 93, at 10. 
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sity, which was practically nonexistent. In that moment, I wanted to fling myself 
through the plate-glass window of that well-appointed conference room .... 129 
V. WORKPLACE STRUCTURES AND GENDER ROLES 
Escalating workplace demands and inflexible practice structures pose 
further obstacles to diversity and inclusion. Hourly demands have risen sig-
nificantly over the last quarter century, and technology that makes it possi-
ble for lawyers to work at home makes it increasingly impossible not to. 
Expectations of constant accessibility have become the new norm, particu-
larly for those in leadership positions. Law is the second most sleep-
deprived profession, and long hours contribute to lawyers' disproportionate 
rates of stress, substance abuse, and mental health disorders. 130 These condi-
tions of practice have made leadership positions unattractive to many wom-
en, especially those with significant family responsibilities. 
Despite some efforts at accommodation, a wide gap persists between 
formal policies and actual practices concerning work/life conflicts. Al-
though over 90% of American law firms report policies permitting part-time 
work, only about 6% of lawyers actually use them. 131 Many lawyers believe, 
with good reason, that any reduction in hours or availability would jeopard-
ize their leadership opportunities. 132 Stories of the "faster than a speeding 
bullet" maternity leave like the one that opened this Article are still com-
mon. 133 One of my former students who drafted discovery responses while 
timing her contractions saw it as a sensible display of commitment. If you 
are billing at six minute intervals, why waste one? Those who opt for a re-
129. Linda A. Mabry, The Token, CAL. LAW., July 2006, at 76. 
130. For sleep, see Debra Cassens Weiss, Law is Second Most Sleep-Deprived Pro-
fession, Federal Survey Finds, ABAJOURNAL.COM (Feb. 27, 2012, 7:36 AM), 
http://www.abajoumal.com/news/article/law _is _second-most_ sleep_ deprived _profession 
_federal_survey_finds/. For long hours, see Anahad O'Connor, Really? The Claim: Long 
Work Hours Can Cause Depression, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 7, 2012, at 05. Attorneys have about 
three times the rate of depression and twice the rate of substance abuse of Americans gener-
ally. For mental health and substance abuse, see sources cited in RHODE & LUBAN, supra 
note 4, at 1003 nn.72-74. 
131. Press Release, Nat'l Ass'n for Law Placement, Most Lawyers Working Part-
time Are Women-Overall Number of Lawyers Working Part-time Remains Small I (Dec. 
17, 2009), available at http://www.nalp.org/uploads/NALP _09PartTimePressRel.pdf [here-
inafter NALP, Most Lawyers]. 
132. See Paula A. Patton, Women Lawyers, Their Status, Influence, and Retention in 
the Legal Profession, II WM. & MARY J. WOMEN & L. 173, 180 (2005). For lower partner-
ship rates, see Beiner, supra note 75, at 326; Kenneth G. Dau-Schmidt et al., Men and Wom-
en of the Bar: The Impact of Gender on Legal Careers, 16 MICH. J. GENDER & L. 49, 95 
(2009); MONA HARRINGTON & HELEN HSI, WOMEN LAWYERS AND OBSTACLES TO 
LEADERSHIP 28-29 (2007), available at http://www.web.mit.edu/workplacecenter/docs/law-
report _ 4-07.pdf. 
133. The problem is longstanding. Rhode, Perspectives, supra note 2, at 1185-86. 
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duced schedule after parental leave often fmd that it isn't worth the price. 
Their schedules aren't respected, their hours creep up, the quality of their 
assignments goes down, their pay is not proportional, and they are stigma-
tized as "slackers."134 
These are not only "women's issues," but women bear their greatest 
impact. Despite a significant increase in men's domestic work over the last 
two decades, women continue to shoulder the major burden. 135 An MIT 
study found that only a third of male lawyers, compared with over two-
thirds of female lawyers, had spouses or domestic partners equally or more 
committed to their careers. 136 And of men with children, 85% work over 
fifty hour weeks, compared with just a third of women. 137 It is still women 
who are most likely to get the phone call that federal district judge Nancy 
Gertner received on the first day that she was about to ascend the bench: 
"Mama, there's no chocolate pudding in my [lunch]!"138 An American Bar 
Foundation survey reported that women were about "seven times more like-
ly than men to be working part-time" or to be out of the labor force, pri-
marily due to childcare. 139 Only 2% of male lawyers take part-time status 
and many worry that taking significant time off will signal that they are no 
longer "a player."140 Their fears are not without foundation. Male lawyers 
who make such choices suffer even greater financial and promotion costs 
than female colleagues who do so. 141 
These patterns are deeply rooted in traditional gender roles and cultur-
al norms that give bragging rights to those willing to work sweatshop hours. 
Particularly in challenging economic times, there is no shortage of lawyers 
in that category. At large firms, where average billable hours are over 2000, 
about three-quarters of midlevel associates described their workloads as 
134. See Deborah L. Rhode, Lecture, Balanced Lives for Lawyers, 70 FORDHAM L. 
REV. 2207, 2213 (2002). For stigma, see HOLLY ENGLISH, GENDER ON TRIAL: SEXUAL 
STEREOTYPES AND WORK/LIFE BALANCE IN THE LEGAL WORKPLACE 212 (2003) (reporting 
perceptions about slackers); Lopez, supra note 76, at 94-96; CYNTHIA THOMAS CALVERT, 
LINDA BRAY CHANOW & LINDA MARKS, REDUCED HOURS, FULL SUCCESS: PART-TIME 
PARTNERS IN U.S. LAW FIRMS 1, 18 (2009), available at amlawdaily.typepad.com/files/part-
timepartner.pdf (reporting that even among lawyers who had achieved partnership, about 
40% feel stigma from taking part-time schedules). 
135. News Release, U.S. Dep't of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Time Use Sur-
vey-First Results Announced by BLS 2-3 (2004), available at 
http://www.bls.gov/news.release/archives/atus_09142004.pdf. 
136. HARRINGTON & HSI, supra note 132, at 17. 
137. !d. at 14. 
138. GERTNER, supra note 68, at 246. 
139. DINOVITZER ET AL., AFTER THE JD II, supra note 75, at 62. 
140. See NALP, Most Lawyers, supra note 131, at 1; JOAN C. WILLIAMS, RESHAPING 
THE WORK-FAMILY DEBATE: WHY MEN AND CLASS MATTER 89 (2010) (quoting former pres-
ident of Harvard University Derek Bok). 
141. Dau-Schmidt et al., supra note 132, at 97-98; LEVIT & LINDER, supra note 74, at 
12-13. 
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"manageable."142 Of course those who reach such positions are a self-
selected group, which likely excludes many of the most talented women that 
firms can ill afford to lose. The problems are likely to increase. Millennia! 
lawyers, defined as the generation born after the 1980s, have expectations 
inconsistent with prevailing norms. 143 
Although bar leaders generally acknowledge the problem of work/life 
balance, they often place responsibility for addressing it anywhere and eve-
rywhere else. In private practice, clients get part of the blame. Law is a ser-
vice business, and clients' expectations of instant accessibility reportedly 
make reduced schedules difficult to accommodate. Resistance from supervi-
sors can be equally problematic; particularly ·in a competitive work envi-
ronment, they have obvious reasons to prefer lawyers at their "constant beck 
and call."144 So too, in public as well as private practice settings, the de-
mands of leadership positions may be difficult to reconcile with competing 
commitments. 
Yet neither are the problems as insurmountable as is often assumed. 
The evidence available does not find substantial resistance among clients to 
reduced schedules. They care about responsiveness, and part-time lawyers 
generally appear able to provide it. 145 In one recent survey of part-time part-
ners, most reported that they did not even inform clients of their status and 
that their schedules were adapted to fit client needs. 146 Accounting, which is 
also a service profession and is anything but indifferent to the bottom line, 
has developed a business model that more than offsets the costs of 
work/family accommodation by increasing retention. 147 Considerable evi-
dence suggests that law practice could do the same and reap the benefits in 
higher morale, lower recruitment and training expenses, and less disruption 
in client and collegial relationships. 148 And while some leadership positions 
may be hard to reconcile with substantial family demands, many women 
could be ready to cycle into those positions as family obligations decrease. 
The challenge lies in creating workplace structures that make it easier for 
lawyers of both sexes to have satisfying personal as well as professional 
142. See Vivia Chen, At Law Firms, The Kids Are All Right, NAT'L L.J., Oct. 17, 
2011, at 4. 
143. Virginia Grant & Marci M. Krufka, The Young & the Restless, LAW PRAC., 
July/Aug., 2004, at 48 (2004); Galanter & Henderson, supra note 121, at 1922-23. 
144. Galanter & Henderson, supra note 121, at 1921. 
145. CALVERT, CHANOW & MARKS, supra note 134, at 13, 22. 
146. /d.at9,13,21-22. 
147. Deloitte and Touche has been a leader. See Susan Sturm, Second Generation 
Employment Discrimination: A Structural Approach, 101 COLUM. L. REV. 458, 492-93, 
497-98 (2001). 
148. See LEVIT & LINDER, supra note 74, at 169-70; Jeff Gearhart, General Counsel's 
Message, WALMART LEGAL NEWS, Nov. 2009, at I; CALVERT, CHANOW & MARKS, supra 
note 134, at 10-12. 
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lives, and to ensure that those who temporarily step out of the workforce or 
reduce their workload are not permanently derailed by the decision. 
VI. THE LIMITS OF LAW 
Although antidiscrimination law provides some protection from overt 
bias, it is ill suited to address contemporary racial, ethnic, and gender obsta-
cles on the path to leadership. Close to fifty years' experience with civil 
rights legislation reveals almost no final judgments of discrimination in-
volving law firms. 149 The frequency of informal settlements is impossible to 
gauge but the barriers to effective remedies are substantial. Part of the prob-
lem is the mismatch between legal definitions of discrimination and the 
social patterns that produce it. To prevail in a case involving professional 
employment, litigants generally must establish that they were treated ad-
versely based on a prohibited characteristic, such as race, ethnicity, or sex. 150 
Yet as the preceding discussion suggested, much of the disadvantage facing 
women and minorities does not involve such demonstrably discriminatory 
treatment. 151 Nor is it often possible for individuals to know or prove wheth-
er they have been subject to bias, given the subjectivity of evaluation stand-
ards for professional positions. 152 Evidentiary barriers in these cases are often 
insurmountable, both because lawyers generally know enough to avoid creat-
ing paper trails of bias, and because colleagues with corroborating evidence 
are reluctant "to expose it for fear of jeopardizing their own positions."153 
Even those who believe that they have experienced discrimination have 
little incentive to come forward, given the high costs of complaining, the 
low likelihood of victory, and the risks of informal blacklisting. 154 Many 
women and minorities do not want to seem "overly aggressive" or "confron-
149. See Eyana J. Smith, Employment Discrimination in the Firm: Does the Legal 
System Provide Remedies for Women and Minority Members of the Bar?, 6 U. PA. J. LAB. & 
EMP. L. 789, 789 (2004). 
150. Title VII of the federal Civil Rights Act prohibits employment discrimination 
based on race, color, religion, sex or national origin. See 42 U.S.C. § 2000(e)(2) (2006); see 
also KATHERINE T. BARTLETT & DEBORAH L. RHODE, GENDER AND LAW: THEORY, DOCTRINE, 
COMMENTARY 61-62 (5th ed. 2010). 
151. See Smith, supra note 149, at 805-07. 
152. ld. 
153. Rhode & Williams, supra note 95, at 243-44; Riordan v. Kempiners, 831 F.2d 
690, 697 (7th Cir. 1987). 
154. See Rhode & Williams, supra note 95, at 243-44. The problem is true of em-
ployment discrimination litigation generally. See generally Laura Beth Nielsen & Robert L. 
Nelson, Rights Realized? An Empirical Analysis of Employment Discrimination Litigation as 
a Claiming System, 2005 WIS. L. REv. 663 (2005); Linda Hamilton Krieger, The Watched 
Variable Improves: On Eliminating Sex Discrimination in Employment, in SEX 
DISCRIMINATION IN TilE WORKPLACE, supra note 94, at 295, 309-11. 
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tational," look like a "bitch," or be typecast as an "angry black."155 Lawyers 
who do express concerns are often advised to "let bygones be bygones," or 
"just move on."156 Channels for candid dialogue are all too rare. Most law 
firms do not give associates opportunities to offer feedback about their su-
pervisors, and of lawyers who provide such evaluations, only about five 
percent report changes for the better. 157 The message in many law firm cul-
tures is that '"[c]omplaining never gets you anywhere .... [Y]ou're [per-
ceived as] not being a team player. "'158 
Lawyers who persist in their complaints are putting their professional 
lives on trial, and the profiles that emerge are seldom entirely flattering. In 
one widely publicized case involving a gay associate who sued Wall 
Street's Sullivan and Cromwell for bias in promotion, characterizations of 
the plaintiff in press accounts included "'smarmy,"' and "a paranoid kid 
with a persecution complex."159 In an equally notorious sex discrimination 
suit, Philadelphia's Wolf, Block, Schorr & Solis-Cohen denied a promotion 
to Nancy Ezold, whom leaders believed lacked both analytic abilities and 
other characteristics that might compensate for the deficiency. According to 
one partner, "It's like the ugly girl. Everybody says she's got a great per-
sonality. It turns out [that the plaintiff] didn't even have a great personali-
ty."160 What she did have, however, was access to sufficient evidence to 
prevail at trial. At the time she was rejected for partnership, the firm's liti-
gation department had just one woman out of fifty-five partners; nationally, 
about 11% of partners at large firms were female. 161 Ezold had positive 
evaluations by the partners for whom she had worked, and a comparison 
with other male associates who had been promoted revealed performance 
155. ABA COMM'N, VISIBLE INVISIBILITY, supra note 87, at 25 ("aggressive," 
"bitch"); WILLIAMS & RICHARDSON, supra note 76, at 38 ("confrontational"); Reichman & 
Sterling, supra note 77, at 77 ("[b]itch"); see also Cruz & Molina, supra note 91, at 1019 
("rock the boat"); Marcia Coyle, Black Lawyer's Life, Suit Told by a White Author, NAT'L 
L.J., Jan. II, 1999, at Al4, Al5 ("angry black"). 
156. For the advice, see Robert Kolker, The Gay Flannel Suit, N.Y. MAG., Feb. 26, 
2007, at 32, 36-37; ABA COMM'N, VISIBLE INVISIBILITY, supra note 87, at 21. For negative 
consequences following complaints about compensation, see WILLIAMS & RICHARDSON, 
supra note 76, at 38. 
157. NAT'L Ass'N FOR LAW PLACEMENT FOUND., HOW ASSOCIATE EVALUATIONS 
MEASURE UP: ANA TIONAL STUDY OF ASSOCIATE PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENTS 74 (2006). 
158. ABA COMM'N, VISIBLE INVISIBiLITY, supra note 87, at 27 (quoting women of 
color) (third alteration in original). 
159. See Kolker, supra note 156, at 32, 35, 36. 
160. Deborah L. Rhode, "What's Sex Got To Do With It": Diversity in the Legal 
Profession, in LEGAL ETHICS: LAW STORIES 233, 233, 235-36, 240, 243-46 (Deborah L. 
Rhode & David Luban eds., 2005) (quoting co-chair Charles Kopp) [hereinafter Rhode, Diver-
sity in the Legal Profession]. 
161. /d. at 235-36, 241. 
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concerns at least as serious as those raised about her. 162 Characterizations of 
some of those men included: "wishy-washy and immature," "more sizzle 
than steak," and "[n]ot real smart."163 The record also revealed gender ste-
reotypes, such as some partners' belief that Ezold was too "assertive" and 
too preoccupied with "women's issues."164 Despite such evidence, the 
court of appeals found for the firm! 65 In its view, the performance con-
cerns of the two-thirds of partners who voted against Ezold were not so 
"obvious or manifest" a pretext to show discrimination. 166 Yet, given the 
damage to the firm's reputation and recruiting efforts, the victory was hardly 
a full vindication. In reflecting on the decision not to settle the case, one 
firm leader concluded: "This may have been a case that wasn't worth win-
ning."l67 
Similar evidentiary difficulties confront women who take reduced 
schedules and find themselves out of the loop of challenging assignments 
and career development opportunities. In dismissing a class action com-
plaint brought by mothers against Bloomberg News, the district court ex-
pressed widely prevailing views. The law "does not mandate 'work-life 
balance. "'168 In an organization "which explicitly makes all-out dedication 
its expectation, making a decision that preferences family over work comes 
with consequences."169 Attorneys who experience such consequences sel-
dom see options other than exit. One mother who returned from leave after 
three years at a firm found her situation hopeless: "I was simply dropped 
from all of my work, with no questions or discussion .... It was as if I had 
fallen off the planet."170 
Not only does current antidiscrimination law provide insufficient rem-
edies for individuals, it also offers inadequate incentives for institutions to 
address unintended biases. Columbia Law Professor Susan Sturm's research 
suggests that fear of liability can discourage organizations from collecting 
information "that will reveal problems ... or patterns of exclusion that in-
crease the likelihood that they will be sued."171 Yet while law bas supplied 
inadequate pressures for diversity initiatives, other considerations are push-
162. Ezold v. Wolf, Block, Schorr & Solis-Cohen, 751 F. Supp. 1175, 1182-87 (E.D. 
Pa. 1990), rev 'd, 983 F. 2d 509 (3d Cir. 1992). 
163. !d. at 1184-87. 
164. !d. at 1188-89. 
165. Ezold v. Wolf, Block, Schorr & Sol is-Cohen, 983 F.2d 509, 548 (3d Cir. 1992). 
166. !d. at 534; see also Rhode, Diversity in the Legal Profession, supra note 160, at 
240,243. 
167. !d. (quoting Robert Segal). 
168. EEOC v. Bloomberg L.P., 788 F. Supp. 2d 458,485 (S.D.N.Y. 2011). 
169. !d. 
170. Amelia J. Uelmen, The Evils of "Elasticity": Reflections on the Rhetoric of 
Professionalism and the Part-Time Paradox in Large Firm Practice, 33 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 
81' 83 (2005). 
171. Sturm, supra note 147, at 476. 
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ing strongly in that direction. Both the moral and business case for diversity 
should inspire leaders in law to do more to build inclusiveness in their insti-
tutions and in their own ranks as well. 
VII. THE CASE FOR DIVERSITY 
Drawing on arguments gaining influence in the corporate sector, ad-
vocates of more equitable leadership opportunities have increasingly 
stressed the business case for diversity. As the Minority Corporate Counsel 
Association put it, law firms must "commit to becoming diverse because 
their future, market share, retention of talent, continuation of existing rela-
tionship with corporate clients, and performance depend on understanding 
and anticipating the needs of an increasingly diverse workforce and market-
place."172 A 2009 Manifesto on Women in Law makes a similar business 
case for gender equity. Its core principles state: 
A. The depth and breadth of the talent pool of women lawyers establishes a clear 
need for the legal profession to recruit, retain, develop and advance an exceptional-
ly rich source of talent. 
B. Women increasingly have been attaining roles of influence throughout society; 
legal employers must achieve gender diversity in their leadership ranks if they are 
to cultivate a set ofleaders with legitimacy in the eyes of their clients and members 
of the profession. 
C. Diversity adds value to legal employers in countless ways-from strengthening 
the effectiveness of client representation to inserting diverse perspectives and criti-
cal viewpoints into dialogues and decision-making. 173 
Such claims draw on a wide range of evidence. Social science research 
suggests that diverse viewpoints encourage critical thinking and creative 
problem solving. 174 Some, although not all, studies also find a correlation 
between diversity and profitability in law firms and Fortune 500 compa-
nies.175 It is, however, important not to undermine the credibility of diversity 
172. Scott Mitchell, Diversity & The Bar: MCCA Presents its Recent Research Find-
ings: Law Firm Diversity, MINORITY CORPORATE COUNSEL Ass'N, http://www.mcca. 
com/index.cfrn?fuseaction=page. viewpage&pageid= 1173 (last visited Sept. 23, 20 12). 
173. UNIV. OF TEX. SCH. OF LAW CTR. FOR WOMEN IN LAW, AUSTIN MANIFESTO ON 
WOMEN IN LAW I (2009), available at http://www.utexas.edu/law/centers/cwillcwl-
events/2009-sumrnit/austin _ mani festo.pdf. 
174. See Anita Williams Woolley et al., Evidence for a Collective Intelligence Factor 
in the Performance of Human Groups, 330 SCI. 686, 688 (2010); Cynthia Estlund, Putting 
Grutter to Work: Diversity, Integration, and Affirmative Action in the Workplace, 26 
BERKELEY J. EMP. & LAB. L. 1, 22 (2005); Steven A. Ramirez, Diversity and the Boardroom, 
6 STAN. J.L. Bus. & FIN. 85, 99 (2000); Rhode & Kellerman, supra note 100, at 16; Douglas 
E. Brayley & Eric S. Nguyen, Good Business: A Market-Based Argument for Law Firm 
Diversity, 34 J. LEGAL PROF. 1, 13 (2009). 
175. Brayley & Nguyen, supra note 174, at 13-14; Cedric Herring, Does Diversity 
Pay?: Race, Gender, and the Business Case for Diversity, 74 AM. Soc. REv. 208, 219-20 
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justifications by overstating the business case. In studies finding correla-
tions between diversity and profitability, it is unclear which way causation 
runs. It may well be that financial success sometimes enhances diversity 
rather than the converse; organizations that are on strong fmancial footing 
may be better able to invest in diversity initiatives and in sound employment 
practices that promote both diversity and profitability. 176 Moreover, if diver-
sity is poorly managed, it can heighten conflict and communication prob-
lems rather than enhance decision making. 177 Yet despite such qualifica-
tions, the combined moral and economic justifications for diversity remain 
compelling. In a profession where over half the incoming talent pool con-
sists of women and minorities, it is reasonable to assume that firms will 
suffer some competitive disadvantage if they cannot effectively retain those 
groups and create workplaces able to profit from differences in backgrounds 
and perspectives. 
Moreover, an increasing number of clients are strengthening the busi-
ness case for diversity by making it a factor in allocating work. Over a hun-
dred companies have signed the "Call to Action: Diversity in the Legal Pro-
fession," in which they pledge "to end or limit ... relationships with firms 
whose performance consistently evidences a lack of meaningful interest in 
being diverse."178 A growing number of companies impose specific re-
quirements, including reports on diversity within the firm and the teams 
working on their matters, as well as relevant firm policies and initiatives. 179 
Wal-Mart, which has been the most public and detailed in its demands, 
specifies that firms must have flexible time policies and include as candi-
(2009); David A. Carter, Betty J. Simkins & W. Gary Simpson, Corporate Governance, 
Board Diversity, and Firm Value, 38 FIN. REv. 33, 51 (2003). 
176. Brayley & Nguyen, supra note 174, at 34; Deborah L. Rhode & Amanda K. 
Packel, Diversity on Corporate Boards: How Much Difference Does Difference Make? 5 
n.27, 6 (Stanford Univ. Rock Ctr. Corporate Governance Working Paper Series, Paper No. 
89, 2010), available at http://ssm.com/abstract=I685615. 
177. See Brayley & Nguyen, supra note 174, at 13; David B. Wilkins, From "Sepa-
rate is Inherently Unequal" to "Diversity is Good for Business": The Rise of Market-Based 
Diversity Arguments and the Fate of the Black Corporate Bar, 117 HARV. L. REv. 1548, 
1588-90 (2004); Frank Dobbin & Jiwook Jung, Corporate Board Gender Diversity and Stock 
Performance: The Competence Gap or Institutional Investor Bias?, 89 N.C. L. REV. 809, 
817,819 (2011); see also Jonathan S. Leonard, David I. Levine & Apama Joshi, Do Birds of 
a Feather Shop Together? The Effects on Performance of Employees' Similarity with One 
Another and with Customers, 25 J. ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAV. 731, 743, 749 (2004). 
178. Rick Palmore, A Call to Action: Diversity in the Legal Profession, Ass'N OF 
CORPORATE COUNSEL (2004), available at http://www.acc.com/vVpublic/Articlelloader. 
cfm?csModule=security/getfile&pageid= 16074&page=!legalresources/resource.cfm&qstring 
=show= 16074&title=A %20Caii%20To%20Action%20-
%20Diversity%20Tn%20The%20Legal%20Profession. By 2009, ninety companies had 
signed. Brayley & Nguyen, supra note 174, at 25 n.l26. 
179. Christopher J. Whelan & Neta Ziv, Privatizing Professionalism: Clients Control 
of Lawyers' Ethics, 80 FORDHAM L. REv. 2577,2595 (2012). 
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dates for relationship partner at least one woman, one lawyer of color, and 
one partner on a flexible schedule. 180 It has also terminated relationships 
with firms that have failed to meet its diversity standards. 181 The Gap also 
inquires into flexible time policies and sets out expectations for improve-
ments with firms that fail to meet its goals. Again, it is important not to 
overstate the reach of these initiatives. Almost no research is available to 
evaluate the impact of these policies, to determine how widely they are 
shared, or to assess how often companies that have pledged to reduce or end 
representation in appropriate cases have actually done so. The only national 
survey on point of general counsel and law firm partners, conducted in 
2007, did not find that diversity was one of the most important factors in 
choice of a counsel, and it is unclear how much has changed in the interven-
ing years! 82 Still, the direction of client concerns is clear, and in today's 
competitive climate, the economic and symbolic leverage of prominent cor-
porations should not be discounted. 
Nor should employers undervalue other considerations that underscore 
the importance of inclusiveness. Potential job applicants are becoming more 
informed about diversity and gender equity. Groups such as Building a Bet-
ter Legal Profession rate firms based along these and other dimensions, and 
its information is readily accessible online. 183 Moreover, apart from external 
pressure, workplaces have internal interests in reform. As the discussion 
below suggests, many practices that would improve conditions for women 
serve other institutional objectives as well. Better mentoring programs, 
more equitable work assignment practices, and greater accountability of 
supervising attorneys are all likely to have long-term payoffs. The question 
then becomes how leaders can help institutionalize such initiatives and build 
cultures of inclusiveness. And equally important, what can women do to put 
themselves on a path to leadership? 
VIII. STRATEGIES FOR ASPIRING LEADERS 
The basic leadership development strategies for women are those fol-
lowed by the early lawyers described above. 184 Aspiring leaders should be 
clear about their goals, seek challenging assignments, develop mentoring 
relationships, and cultivate a reputation for effectiveness. Succeeding in 
180. !d. at 2595-97,2599. 
181. Clare Tower Putnam, Comment, When Can a Law Firm Discriminate Among Its 
Own Employees to Meet a Client's Request? Reflections on the ACC's Call to Action, 9 U. 
PA. J. LAB. & EMP. L. 657, 660 (2007); Karen Donovan, Pushed by Clients, Law Firms Step 
Up Diversity Efforts, N.Y. TIMES, July II, 2006, at C6. 
182. Mary Swanton, Making the Grade, INSIDE COUNSEL, July 2007, at 55, 61. 
183. See Building a Better Legal Profession, http://www.betterlegalprofesion.org (last 
visited Jan. 15, 20 13). 
184. See supra Part I. 
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those tasks also requires attention to unconscious biases and exclusionary 
networks that can waylay careers. 
So, for example, aspiring female leaders need to strike the right bal-
ance between "too assertive" and "not assertive enough." Surveys of suc-
cessful managers and professional consultants underscore the importance of 
developing a leadership style that fits the organization and is one that "men 
are comfortable with."185 That finding is profoundly irritating to some law-
yers. At an ABA Summit on Women's Leadership, many participants railed 
against asking women to adjust to men's needs. Why was the focus always 
on fixing the female? But as others pointed out, this is the world that aspir-
ing women leaders inhabit, and it is not just men who find overly authorita-
tive or self-promoting styles off-putting. To maximize effectiveness, women 
need ways of projecting a decisive and forceful manner without seeming 
arrogant or abrasive. Experts suggest being "relentlessly pleasant" without 
backing down. 186 Strategies include frequently smiling, expressing apprecia-
tion and concern, invoking common interests, emphasizing others' goals as 
well as their own, and taking a problem-solving rather than critical stance. 187 
Successful leaders such as Sandra Day O'Connor have been known for that 
capacity. In assessing her prospects for success in the Arizona state legisla-
ture, one political commentator noted that "Sandy ... is a sharp gal" with a 
"steel-trap mind ... and a large measure of common sense .... She [also] 
has lovely smile and should use it often."188 She did. 
Formal leadership training and coaching can help in developing inter-
personal styles, as well as capabilities such as risk-taking, conflict resolu-
tion, and strategic vision. Newly emerging leadership programs designed 
particularly for women or minorities provide supportive settings for ad-
dressing their special challenges. 189 Profiles of successful leaders can also 
provide instructive examples of the personal initiative that opens leadership 
opportunities. These are not lawyers who waited for the phone to ring. 
Michele Mayes, one of the nation's most prominent African American gen-
185. CATALYST, WOMEN IN CORPORATE LEADERSHIP: PROGRESS AND PROSPECTS 15, 
21 (1996); ELEANOR CLIFT & TOM BRAZAITIS, MADAME PRESIDENT: WOMEN BLAZING THE 
LEADERSHIP TRAIL 321, 324 (2003). 
186. LINDA BABCOCK & SARA LASCHEVER, ASK FOR IT: HOW WOMEN CAN USE THE 
POWER OF NEGOTIATION TO GET WHAT THEY REALLY WANT 253-59 (2008) (internal quota-
tions omitted). 
187. !d. at 252-62. 
188. BISKUPIC, supra note 57, at 56. 
189. Ely, Ibarra & Kolb, supra note 110, at 477; Erin White, Theory and Practice: 
Female Training Classes Flourish; Executive-Education Tactic Aims to Bolster the Ranks Of 
Women in Management, WALL ST. J., Sept. 25, 2006, at B3. The Leadership Council on 
Legal Diversity also offers a fellowship program for minorities on the leadership track. See 
Robert Grey, The Leadership Council on Legal Diversity Fellows Program, LEADERSHIP 
COUNCIL OF LEGAL DIVERSITY (Jan. 19, 2012), http://www.lcldnet.org/lcld_fellows_program 
.html. 
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eral counsels, recalls that after receiving some encouragement from a wom-
an mentor, she approached the chief legal officer at her company and "told 
him that I wanted [his] job."190 After the shock wore off, he worked up a list 
of the skills and experiences she needed and recruited her to follow him to 
his next general counsel job. She never replaced him, but with his assistance 
she prepared for his role in other Fortune 500 companies. Louise Parent, the 
general counsel of American Express, describes learning to "raise my hand" 
for challenging assignments and being willing to take steps down and side-
ways on the status ladder in order to get the experience she needed. 191 Terry 
McClure, the General Counsel of United Parcel Service, was told she need-
ed direct exposure to business operations if she wanted to move up at the 
company. After accepting a position as district manager, she suddenly found 
herself as a "lawyer, a black woman, [with] no operations experience walk-
ing into a ... [warehouse] with all the truckdrivers."192 Her success in that 
role was what helped put her in the candidate pool for general counsel. 
Setting priorities and managing time strategically are also critical 
leadership skills. Establishing boundaries, delegating domestic tasks, and 
giving up on perfection are essential for those with substantial caretaking 
commitments. What aspiring leaders should not sacrifice is time spent de-
veloping relationships with mentors who can open doors at leadership lev-
els.193 To forge those strategic relationships, lawyers need to recognize that 
those from whom they seek assistance are under similar pressures. The best 
mentoring generally goes to the best mentees, who are reasonable and fo-
cused in their needs and who make sure the relationship is mutually benefi-
cial. Lawyers who step out of the labor force should find ways of keeping 
professionally active. Volunteer efforts, occasional paying projects, continu-
ing legal education, and reentry programs can all aid the transition back. 
IX. STRATEGIES FOR 0RGANIZA TIONS AND THEIR LEADERS 
Supporting aspiring leaders is itself a leadership skill, and one that has 
received inadequate attention in many legal workplaces. The most important 
factor in ensuring equal access to leadership opportunities is a commitment 
to that objective, which is reflected in organizational policies, priorities, and 
reward structures. 194 That commitment needs to come from the top. An or-
190. MAYES & BAYSINGER, supra note 99, at 82. 
191. /d.at69. 
192. !d. at 75. 
193. Susan A. Berson, The Rules (For Women), 98 A.B.A. J. 28 (2012); CHANOW & 
RIKLEEN, supra note 84, at 17. 
194. Frank Dobbin, Alexandra Kalev & Erin Kelly, Diversity Management in Corpo-
rate America, CONTEXTS, Fall 2007, at 21; CATALYST, ADVANCING WOMEN IN BUSINESS-
THE CATALYST GUIDE: BEST PRACTICES FROM THE CORPORATE LEADERS 6, 12-13 (1998); 
CATALYST, WOMEN OF COLOR IN CORPORATE MANAGEMENT: OPPORTUNITIES AND BARRIERS 
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ganization's leadership needs not simply to acknowledge the importance of 
diversity, but also to establish structures for promoting it, and to hold indi-
viduals accountable for the results. The most successful approaches tend to 
involve task forces or committees with diverse and influential members who 
have credibility with their colleagues and a stake in the results. 195 The mis-
sion of that group should be to identify problems, develop responses, and 
monitor their effectiveness. 
As an ABA Presidential Commission on Diversity recognized, self-
assessment should be a critical part of all diversity initiatives. 196 Leaders 
need to know how policies that affect inclusiveness play out in practice. 
That requires collecting both quantitative and qualitative data on matters 
such as advancement, retention, assignments, satisfaction, mentoring, and 
work/family conflicts. Periodic surveys, focus groups, interviews with for-
mer and departing employees, and bottom-up evaluations of supervisors can 
all cast light on problems disproportionately experienced by women and 
minorities. Monitoring can be important not only in identifying problems 
and responses, but also in making people aware that their actions are being 
assessed. Requiring individuals to justify their decisions can help reduce 
unconscious bias. 197 
Whatever oversight structure an employer chooses, one central priori-
ty should be the design of effective systems of evaluation, rewards, and 
allocation of professional development opportunities. Supervising lawyers 
and department heads need to be held responsible for their performance on 
diversity-related issues, and that performance should be part of 360 evalua-
tion structures. 198 Such accountability is, of course, far easier to advocate 
than to achieve, particularly given the absence of systematic research on 
what oversight strategies actually work. Our knowledge is mainly about 
what doesn't. Performance appraisals that include diversity but lack signifi-
cant rewards or sanctions are unlikely to affect behavior. 199 However, we 
know little about what has helped firms deal with powerful partners who 
69 ( 1999), available at http://www.catalyst.org/publication/57 /women-of-color-in-corporate-
management-opportunities-and-barriers. 
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evaluation structures include assessments by subordinates and peers, as well as supervisors. 
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rate poorly on dimensions that affect diversity, or whether incentives like 
mentoring awards and significant bonuses are effective in changing organi-
zational culture. More experimentation and sharing of information could 
help organizations translate rhetorical commitments into institutional priori-
ties. Many bar associations and groups such as the Leadership Counsel on 
Legal Diversity have initiatives to promote collaboration.200 
Research is, however, available on specific interventions that are fre-
quently part of diversity initiatives. One of the least effective is training. 
Surveyed lawyers tend to be at best "lukewarm" about the usefulness of 
diversity education, and researchers who have studied its effectiveness are 
even less enthusiastic.201 In a large-scale review of diversity initiatives 
across multiple industries, training programs did not significantly increase 
the representation or advancement of targeted groups.202 Part of the problem 
is that such programs typically focus only on individual behaviors not insti-
tutional problems, provide no incentives to implement recommended prac-
tices, and sometimes provoke backlash among involuntary participants.203 
Other common strategies are networks and affinity groups for women 
and minorities. Almost all large firms report women's initiatives that in-
clude networking.204 Many organizations also support groups for minority 
lawyers within or outside the firm. These vary in effectiveness. At their 
best, they provide useful advice, role models, contacts, and development of 
informal mentoring relationships. 205 Affinity groups for women of color can 
be especially important in reducing participants' sense of isolation. By 
200. See LEADERSHIP COUNSEL ON LEGAL DIVERSITY, http://www.lcldnet.org/ (last 
visited Sept. 21, 2012). 
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bringing potential leaders together around common interests, these networks 
can also forge coalitions on diversity-related issues and generate useful re-
form proposals.206 Yet the only large-scale study on point found that net-
works had no significant positive impact on career development; they may 
increase participants' sense of community, but they do not do enough to put 
potential leaders "in touch with what ... or whom they [ought] to know."207 
The most effective interventions involve mentoring, which directly 
address the difficulties of women and minorities in obtaining the support 
necessary for leadership development. Many organizations have formal 
mentoring programs that match employees or allow individuals to select 
their own pairings. Well-designed initiatives that evaluate and reward men-
toring activities can improve participants' skills, satisfaction, and retention 
rates.208 However, most programs do not require evaluation or specify the 
frequency of meetings and goals for the relationship.209 Instead, they permit 
a "call me if you need anything" approach, which leaves too many junior 
attorneys reluctant to become a burden.210 Ineffective matching systems 
compound the problem; lawyers often end up with mentors with whom they 
have little in common.211 Formal programs also have difficulty inspiring the 
kind of sponsorship that is most critical for aspiring leaders. They need ad-
vocates, not simply advisors, and that kind of support cannot be mandated. 
The lesson for leaders is that they cannot simply rely on formal struc-
tures. They need to model, cultivate, and reward sponsorship of women and 
minorities, and to ensure that diversity is a significant dimension of leader-
ship succession plans. Being proactive in identifying and nurturing high 
performers should be a high priority .212 In building cultures of inclusion, it is 
important to emphasize the mutual benefits that can flow from mentoring 
relationships. Quite apart from the satisfaction that comes from assisting 
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those in need of assistance, leaders may receive more tangible payoffs from 
fresh insights and from the loyalty and influence that their efforts secure. 
They can also take pride in laying the foundations for an organization that is 
reflective of, and responsive to, the public it serves. 
Leaders who are most effective in these efforts are those who cast 
their agenda not as a "women's" issue, but as an organizational priority in 
which women have a particular stake. As consultants emphasize, "Inclusion 
can be built only through inclusion .... [Change] needs to happen in part-
nership with the people of the organization not to them. "213 Leaders are criti-
cal to creating that sense of unity and translating rhetorical commitments 
into organizational priorities. 
213. FREDERICK A. MILLER AND JUDITH H. KATZ, THE INCLUSION BREAKTHROUGH: 
UNLEASHING THE REAL POWER OF DIVERSITY 37-38 (2002). 

